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Réseau E2C France



Accreditation Model's objectives, basic principles, 
and related key concepts:

The french E2C label has been defined by Réseau E2C France, and approved by French Education and Labour 
Ministers.
Each change in the labelling process needs a new approval by the Ministers. To ensure its application, an 
independant labelling company certify each 3 years that the french E2C are following the rules.
To be a french "E2C", each training center has to enter in the labelling process. The basic principles are the 
following : dedicated means, specific relations with companies, individualized course for trainees, quality process 
included to the E2C. The label is inspired by the Charter of fundamental principles, edicted by Madam Edith 
Cresson, and explained in a labelling guide and detailed in specifications.



It is disseminated to each member, and to training centers willing to be a 
member.

Each school has to get a quality responsible (who can be a trainer), to ensure 
that the labelling process is respected all year long. The AFNOR audit ensures that 
the accreditation can be delivered every 3 years. An intermediary audit realized 
by the french network (half time between two AFNOR audits) is aimed to help 

schools to be sure that they still respect every criteria of the label.



To be a french "E2C", each training center has to enter in the labelling process. The 
basic principles are the following : dedicated means, specific relations with 

companies, individualized course for trainees, quality process included to the E2C. 
The label is inspired by the Charter of fundamental principles, edicted by Madam 
Edith Cresson, and explained in a labelling guide and detailed in specifications.
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About the responsabilities of the accredited entities 

They are responsibles of the E2C brand, and the image of the schools in front of their 
trainees and partners. They have to respect the labelling process, (e.g. to use one of the 
two information systems accepted by the national network, to include companies in the 
dispositive, to ensure a strong accompaniment of the trainees, ...)



What organizations and sectors can benefit 
from this Accreditation Model?

When French 2nd Chance Schools become members, they receive 
funds from french government (around a third of their budget). They 
also gain the right to use the E2C brand, and the recognition by their 
partners.



Thanks 

Go online for more:

https://s2cene.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/S2CENE
https://twitter.com/S2CENE_EU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTyErKn6aEo91Fz0exLTOsQ/videos

